MENTEES SELECTED FOR THE 2008 MIW RADIO GROUP MILDRED CARTER MENTORING
PROGRAM
(New York, NY) January 7, 2008: The Mentoring & Inspiring Women in
Radio (MIW) group has announced the mentees chosen to participate in
the 2008 MILDRED CARTER MIW GROUP Mentoring Program.
*
Leslie Fitzsimmons, Local Sales Manager/WASH-FM/Clear
Channel/Rockville, Maryland
*

Lori I.Hall, Creative Marketing Director/Radio One/Atlanta, Georgia

*
Jennifer Quiroz, Marketing Manager/Premiere Radio Networks, Los
Angeles. California
This is the sixth year of the mentoring program, launched in 2002, which
matches women in the radio industry with female professionals who are
leaders in all aspects of radio. To date, the Program has successfully
assisted a total of 14 mentees.
"All of the candidates were outstanding," noted Joan Gerberding,
spokesperson for the MIW Group and an executive of Focus 360, a
cross-platform media company based in NYC. "It was a difficult decision.
This is a wonderful opportunity for Leslie, Lori and Jennifer to gain
valuable insight, knowledge and access to the top women in the field of
broadcasting."
"This program would not be possible without the hard work and dedication
of the MIW Radio Group's outstanding members," said Heidi A. Raphael,
Chair of the MIW Group's Mentoring Committee and Director of Corporate
Communication for Greater Media, Inc. "Their commitment to the program
should serve as an inspiration to all of us in the radio industry."
The program is named in the memory of Mildred Carter, who, along with
her husband, Andrew "Skip" Carter, founded the first African American
owned radio station in the U.S. in 1950, when they turned on KPRS Kansas
City, Missouri. Mrs. Carter ran the Carter Broadcast Group for many
years after the death of Skip Carter, before turning over control of the
company to her grandson, Michael
Carter in 1987.
The Mentoring and Inspiring Women in Radio group consists of top-level
radio women across the country who are committed to using their
influence and resources to help women in radio develop strong management
and leadership skills. The MIWs are equally committed to advocating the
advancement of women to senior positions broadcasting. For more
information about the 2008 Mildred Carter MIW Group Mentoring Program or
to become part of the MIW Network, visit www.RadioMIW.com.

